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NK080T80 PET Bottles Balers

This type vertical pet bottles baler main for plastics ,bottle ,pet ,ABS ,Cardboard ,waste paper and so on.if you have any

require ,please feel free to contact with us .Nick Baler Company provided the bottles baler and manufacturer all kinds of

customized Pet bottles Baling Press machine to help you solve the problem!

Features :

This machine use two-cylinder balance compress with four door open

The special hydraulic system makes the power more stable.

Specially used for compressing PET Bottle

High load structure makes it safe and reliable. It uses pillar type pump with high flux.

Four doors can all open. And the machine can pack materials be cross

The vertical Pet bottles Hydraulic Baler machine is also a manual baling press machine.

In whole process of this machine, the vertical PET bottles baler machine needs to load the Bottles manually or by feeding

conveyor to load ,then make to operate it. It is very convenient to operate this machine . It is driven by hydraulic device

and has a high compression ratio. this machine press power from 40ton ,60ton ,80ton ,100ton ,120ton ,150ton different

type of pressure power ,its depend on your require for bale weight and bale weight ,can choose the different model of

machine ,The device is installed to prevent the rebound, and it can effectively keep the compression effect.
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Model NK080T80

Hydraulic power 80Ton

Packaging size（L*W*H） 1000*800*500-1000mm

Feed opening size（L*H） 1000*500mm

Chamber Size（L*W*H） 1000*800*1500

Capability 3-6/hour

Bale weight 150-250Kg

Voltage 380V/50HZ

Power 11KW/15HP

Machine size（L*W*H） 1700*1200*3300mm

Weight 2800Kg

The vertical Pet bottles Hydraulic Baler machine is also a manual baling press machine.

In whole process of this machine, the vertical PET bottles baler machine needs to load the Bottles manually or by feeding

conveyor to load ,then make to operate it. It is very convenient to operate this machine . It is driven by hydraulic device

and has a high compression ratio. this machine press power from 40ton ,60ton ,80ton ,100ton ,120ton ,150ton different

type of pressure power ,its depend on your require for bale weight and bale weight ,can choose the different model of

machine ,The device is installed to prevent the rebound, and it can effectively keep the compression effect.


